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It is examined how the temperatures rising effects the amount of 

thunderstorms and the amount of crops are affected. They explain how the 

crops are being transformed to be able to feed more people with less 

substance for growth. Does global warming explain the relationship between 

thunderstorms and floods controlling the effects of the agriculture? Holler 

Breathable. 2003. Back to the roots. EMBOSOM Reports 4, no. 1, (January 1): 

10-2. Http://www. Protest. Com. Explorer. Pus. Du/ (accessed September 26, 

2010). 

Barbiturate (2003) has found that farmers in this era are using water before 

it can be replaced from aquifers underground. The population is growing and

agriculture cannot keep up with the demands. The land that is to being used 

for farming is being examined for future use. The crops for food is being 

analyzed to see if it can be breed with another crop for more yield so that 

the crop is not killed by pests. “ All major crops planted today are based on 

the selective breeding of a very small number of wild plants that farmers 

domesticated 1 0, 000 years ago. 

Therefore, today’s crops contain only a fraction of the genetic variation that 

is present in their wild relatives. ” They have found ways to reduce the use of

irrigation for a certain kind of tomato. Overall they want to genetically 

improve the crops that we already use to aka them not dependent on the 

major parts of growth for a plant. Scott, M. , & Plain, D. R. 2009. The number 

of heavy, violent storms in EN Ohio increasing Retrieved from http://www. 

Lexis’s. Com. Explorer . Pus. Du/ hotchpotch/eliminated/? ERP CIO B) Scott 

acknowledged that the state of Ohio is getting more rainfall since the climate

is getting hotter. Scott also estimates analyzed that the region was receiving
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more rain more days per year than they usually received. The estimates 

went from “ 2. 5 days per year to 5. 3 days per yeheavynd inch of rain or 

more in those extra days. “ Farmers here already use more haHan billion 

gallons of surface water or groundwater a year to irrigate crops. ” The region

is also seeing that they are also having droughts because of the temperature

changes. 

Agriculture will be effected if the water that is being used now is not 

replenished. ShShutsN. , Hayden, T. , Petit, C. W. , SoSoberR. K. , 

WhWhitehallK. , & Whitman, D. 2001. The weather turns wild Retrieved from 

http://www. leLexis’scoComezExplorer 

apPusedDuohotchpotchnNonacademicShShutsHayden, Petit, 

SoSoberWhWhitehallWhitman, (2001) discuss the changes in temperature 

that we are experiencing the expected temperature changes that will 

happen n the next 1 00 years and the lack of water that could become 

droughts. 

The scientist listed in the article are also taking different stances on the 

subject of global warming and if it is a true phenomenon or manmade. The 

Kyoto protocol calls for reductions in emissions for the countries that are 

developed. ShShutsHayden, Petit, SoSoberWhWhitehallWhitman, examined 

how many different aspects of daily life would be effected by global 

warming. They looked at rising sea waters, depletion of water, death, and 

rain and flooding. The companies that acknowledged that there was a 

problem with global arming changed equipment for less emission output. 
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